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IGNITRON POWER CONVERSION EQUIPMENTS IN
PAC IFIC NORTHWEST ELECTRO-CHEMICAL PLANTS
INTRODUCTION
In the Pacirie Noxthwest, moro and more attention i
being toeused upon the expanding electro-chemical industries which are rapidly becoming a major item in Northwest
economy.

The characteristics of such industries require

large blocks of electrical energy to be used in the fora of

unidirectional or direct current.

Modern generation and

transmission of electrical energy is built around the polyphase system of 60 cycle alternating current.

Some means

must therefore be provided for changing this alternating
form of energc to the needed direct form.
It is the intent to go into the details of the oleo-

trical equipment required to bridge the gap between the
available alternating form of energy and the needed direct
form.

In the past, this conversion was accomplished by

means of rotating equipment of either largo motor generator
sets or rotary converters.

In the era of pro-World War II,

with processes requiring voltages of the order of 250
d-pc,

olts

these types of equipments did the job quite satisfao-

torily.

Some work, however, was being dono in the develop-

ment of non-rotating converters, primarily of the mercury
arc rectifier type.

In the Northwest, a few small install-

ations of the multianodo typo of mercury arc rectifier wore

2
in successfu.1 operation..

With the development of the igni-

tron type mereurr arc rectifter during the latter part of
this era, which resulted in rectifiers of increased

ratings, efficiencies, reliability, and lower operating
costs, the electro-cheniical industry began to show interest

in this type of conversion equipment.
vzith

th

advent of the National Emergency of that era

and resultant demand for increased production of light

metal and similar products requiring large blocks of oleetrical energy, the availability of power in the Northwest

indicated that a number of such plants should be established here.

A combination of several items, namely,

higher required d-c voltages, more industry confidence,
higher efficiencies, lower operating costs, and require-

ments of other activity for existing rotating equIpment
production, served to bring the ignitron type r.ctifier
into it

own as the conversion equipment to be installed

in these projected plants.

With two exceptions, all of the electro-chemical
plants were built to bolster the war effort and, since the
war, employ the ignitron type rectifier in their conversion

equipments.

In the aluminum industry alone, the first

com-

plete unit or Itpot_linett of ignitron equipment to be installed anywhere is in this group.

Since the war, one

large producer of chlorine and allied products has retired

rotary converters in favor of ignitrons.

To appreciate the

3

magnitude of thi$ industry in the Northwest, consider that

the ratings of the connected equipments total in excess of
700,000 kilowatts. Load factors of the order of 99 per
cent are common and in some plants even exceeded.
The discussion of the components of electrical equipmont making up such installations will be limited to a
generai description of the functions of each device making
up the Installation. Detailed descriptions of the operation of these various devices are available, but there is
little literature that dovetails these items together ta
give the over-all picture as to what makes up the complete
equipment. This discussion will also be limited to the
design and operation of such planta as are now being used
in the Pacific Northwest.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED
IN DESIGN OF CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
Eleøtz'ieal Requirements

As in any engineering problem, the design or applicatian engineer must understand the requirements to be ful-

filled and the poibilities of the tools available before

a best solution can be fortbcoing.

Fundamentally, the

function of a rectifier station is to take power from an
a-c voltage source and dilver it to a d-c load with the

least cost and confusion,

Incoming line voltages into such plants in the North-

west are standardized around 13,800 volts, three phaae,
three wire, and 60 cycles.

There are possibly one or two

exceptions and these are 11,000 volt, three phase, three
wire, and 60 cycles.

In most cases, those systems are

grounded either through grounding transformers or directly
at the neutral of the step-down transformers in the supplyIng agoncyts substation.

In some cases the only load on

the supplying agency's substation will be the electro-

chemical plant.

In other cases this load is but a small

part of the total load on the substation.
The design of the power carrying elements of the roc-

tifior station will be established directly by the layout

of the d-c bus.

For example, a typical d-c bus in an

aluminum plant is either of the order of 60,000 amperes

ox'

the process iii the parti.u?ar plant fix these values and a plant is designed around
multiples or eIther one orthe other of these two sizes of
'pot-1ines". In chlorine production, there aro a180 two
basic types of cells. One type req.dres a high current, as
j_n the aluminum line, and a plant is tIi1t in iru1tip1es of
single series. The other type requires a mueh lower current per cell and, in tiii ease, a plant i2 built around a
coLrnon d-c bus with a number of ierie of these cells connected in parallel. In any of the above plant8, the operating d-o voltage is determined b tao nuiiber of ce11 that
are connected in series. These items aro the problema of
the designer of the electro-chemical plant, but these d-c
input requirements must be fixed before additional design
work can be dones In addition to the d-c power requirements, the a-c auxiliary load of the plant, such as wheel
tw.ning, lighting, heating, and other similar loads, will
have to be determined and provided for.
32,000 amperes.

Before

The deniands of

final selection of equipint

can be made, the

contract should be examined to determine if some form
of load control is desirable. For the design engineer, the
subject of load control poses more problems than any of the
remaining factors in an installation. To the operators of
the equipment, the economics of load control versus production is debatable, With the power contract as usually
negotiated, one of the bases for billing is the maximum
power

kilowatt demand of the plant.
demand and energy cliarg es.
added in the fttture.

A tew contracts combine

Power factor

In any o

c1aue nay

be

the above rate structures

it i& to the usertz advantage to keep the average power

demand a

0103e to the

procese

a constant d-c current through the cell will

reu1t

inaxirnuni deniand

a

po2sible.

ifl

ierae

in a rìore efficient production of the end product by

the cell.

To the operator8, there

to whether the

advantae

i

stili a question as

gained in power coste by con8tant

kilowatt control,with losoes in cell output resulting fron

current swings, is offset by increased production with
accompanying increased power costs if constant current control were used.
Any form of load control must foilew changos in the
incoming a-c voltage.

Since power is a function of voltage

squared, normal voltage swings will cause completely un-

acceptable changes in power demand.

The load control must

also follow changes resulting from transitory changes in
the electro-chemical process.

this is characteristic.

In the aluminum industry,

In the chlorine and allied indus-

tries, the cells are very stable with any changes coming

over a period of time.

In some plants the load control

must also follow changes in the wheel turning power and
auxiliary power and make corrections on the cell lines
accordingly.

Auxiliary power requirements vary with the particular

7
p1ant1

In sorne, a separate substation will be provided.

In others, where there are at least two regulating trans-

formers

in.

the load control schenie, the tertiary windings

are brought out for auxiliary power.

Loading the tertiary

was done especially in the emergency period but had the

dis-

advantage or being tied into a source that could be inter-

rupted by maintenance work on the regulator.

Regardless ot

the moans provided for plant power, separate sources were

provided for rectifier auxiliary power.

These were so

arranged that each rectifier had at least two sources.
AS in any other large electrical installation, 80mo

consideration and thought must be given to possible trick
circuits and

interference to existing installations as a

result of the operation of the projected plant.
arc rectifiers are no exception.

Mercury

The distorted current

drawn by such equipment results in harmonic

disturbances in

the incoming system. It is possible for the incoming line
characteristics to be such that unstable operation of the
rectifier equipments can be experienced. Those characteristics must be considered even though steps to correct them
may not be designed into the original equipment. Associated
directly with harmonic disturbances is the possibility of
interference with oxittng communication circuits, Pos-

sible correction of some of these items must be recognized
as a contingency that might arise after a plant is in
service.

Physical Requirements
In designing a building and associated outdoor space

required

for an ignitron

installation, there are few prob-

lems particular to this equipment.

The d-c load of the

plant will establish as to whether one common bus will be

used or a multiple of busses,

This factor will dictate

building design.
The war-time installations required two story buildings, but with later developments the same equipment could

be now installed in single story buildings.

Since there

are no large rotating elements, no special foundation problema are present.

There are a number of concentrated dead

weights, such as transformers, which must be considered.

The problem

of ventilating the

rectifier building to

heat losses around the equipment is one that can

carry

away

still

be improved upon.

An

adequate and

reliable source of

water must be at hand if water-to-water heat exchangers are
to be used for cooling the rectifLer tanks.

tions this has been a problem.

In some loca-

For an alternate, if water

is not available, use water-toair heat exchangers or
water-to-water heat exchangers and a cooling tower.

The

coat of water will dictate which type of cooling system

will be used.

Another item influencing the over-all la7out Will be
the choice of incoming ac. bus installation.

Some plants

are built around outdoor construction at the 13,800 volt
3yStem up to the rectifier transformer8.

built around cable
the

arid

Other plants are

indoor metal-clad awitchgear

In

firt instance, the building houses only the reoti-

Liera, but ïn the $ocond mnstrnce the build1n

reetLCiers, switcbgear, and cable rune.

hou8ea the

The outdoor system

requires an outdoor switehyard, the indoor does not.

Among

other itema influencing the type of construction ia the
degree of exposure to corrosivo atmospheres.
Any physical plant layout should include thought of
future expansion.
ing

and,

The designer should not allow biB build-

structures to be so arranged

future extensions would be difficult.

and,

cramped that

ELECTRICAL

C OMPONENTS

OF IGNITRON INSTALLATION

The Rectifier Tank
The operation of the installation centers around the

characteristic of the ignitron tank to pass current only in
one direction.

The other cor3pononts of an installation

serve oniy to control the f2ow of energy through the tank
or to control the factors influencing the successful opera-

tian of the tank.
The construction of such a tank is shown in Figure 1.
Basically, this tank has all the characteristics of a three

element gas filled tube or thratron.

It has an anode or

plate surrounded by a control grid, and a device to

mit-

iato conduction, which in this case is an ignitor tip and a

pool of mercury.
It might be well at this point to describe the physi-

cal asserably of such a

tank..

Refer again to Figure 1 and

note that, in assembling this tank, there are two bolted
joints.

These two joints fasten the ignitor assembly and

the cover or anode assembly to the tank.

gasketod to the tank to insure

titness

These joints are
and the tank is

connected to a vacuum header by a short pipe and valve (not
thown) where it is pumped to a low pressure by two contin-

uously operating pumps pulling on the header.
The anode and control grid leads are brought out

through the top cover plata by means of mycalex seala.
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These seals provide electrical insulation and a vacuum
tight joint between the leads and cover.

Surrounding these

loads on the top of the cover will be found the anode
heater box.

This heater is provided to assist in starting

up a cold tank.
and control grid.

Under the cover will be found the anode
The control grid is made of graphite and

is supported from the top of the cover by three mycalex

insulators,

The anode is made of graphite and screws into

the copper stud which in turn screws into the anode

nector on top of the seal.

con-

This assembly then locks into a

rigid unit.
The tank is of double wall construction, built up of
two extruded steel tanks, one placed inside the other, and

both welded to the top bolting ring.
between the inner and outer tank and

Water is circulated
i-s

uniformly directed

upward by means of a helix wound between the two tanks.

On

the outside bottom of the tank is welded the copper cathode

connector and tank support.

Not shown are the top and

bottom water connections and the above-mentioned vacuum

header connection located near the top of the tank.
The mercury pool cathode will be found in the bottom
of the tank.

A trash ring is fastened to the bottom of the

tank extending around the tank adjacent to the sides.

This

ring serves to hold any carbon errosion away from the conter of the pool and to provide a mounting for the three

quartz tubes supporting the splash baffle.

The splash

13

baffle

5s placed between the

cathode pool and the anode

assembly to protect the anode from any

direct contact with

mercury thrown up froni the mercury pool.
The ignitor aszembly la nado up of two iteniz; the

ignitor it3elf and the holding anode.

The mycalex seal

through 'which connection to these two devices is made, La
built on a thin steel disc. This disc is thon clamped
tightly to the tank port by a bolting ring. La thî stool
disc can be flexed, the seal can be tipped up or down by

adjusting acrewc on the top and bottom of the bolting ring.
Tipping the seal up or down will move the long rod supportIng the igniter and thus the igniter can be raised or
lowered in the mercury pool from outside the tank, The
holding anode is graphite and the igniter tip Is boron
carb ido,

ignitor tip Is dipped into the mercury pool and
serves to initiate the cathode spot WhOfl a sufficient current flows from the igniter into the pool. The released
electrons move away from the cathode through the mercury
gas and the positive ions produced are attracted to the
cathode spot on the mercury. The presence of this positive
space charge above the poe1 helps draw more electrons freni
the mercury. The spot moves about the pool Irregularly
under the action of niaietic forces and changes In vapor
pressure. A the cathode spot becomes unstable at a low
cathode to anode current, the holding anode is included to
The

14

ln8ure that the spot will be maintained. This holding
anode is excited from a low voltage source in the firing
circuit. Its use allows the ignitor to be used only to
initiate the spot and not to have to carry enough current
to stabilize it.

electrons through the mercury gas causes
it to become ionized. As a result, a positive space charge
will be adjacent to the anode at the end of the conducting
cycle. At the instant the anode goes negative, this could
cause high voltage gradients to be set up on the surface of
the anode. This condition is very undesirable because of
the possibilities of electron emission from the anode as a
result of this gradient. Such an occurrence would mean
that the tank would fail to rectify and that a current will
flow during the inverse cycle. This failure of a tank to
rectify is called an "arc back".
To control this condition, ari a-c voltage is impressed
on the grid and so phased that it is negative ahead of the
anode arid, hence, acts to sweep up this space charge before
the anode becomes negative. Also, as the grid will be
positive ahead of the anode, it serves to accelerate oleetren flow to the anode at the start of conduction.
One of the characteristics of the ignitron is that the
tank is ionized only during the half cycle that it is conductirig a current. This ionization is not present during
the negative cycle and, hence, the are has to be initiated
The flow of

.
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again at the start of the neit positive cycle. This is
done by the positive pulse to the ignitor as already discussed. By shIfting the time of firinß the tank, with respect to the anode voltage, the output d-o voltage of the
tank can be controlled.
The phasing of the voltages on the anode, grid, holding anode and ignitor are illustrated in Figwe 2. These
voltages are based on a six phase rectifier operating with
an interphase transformer on a double wyo rectifier transformer. It is interesting to note that the output d-c
voltage will vary approximately with the cosine of the
angle of retard of the ignitor firing. This will be enlarged upon later.
Operatìon of the tank as a rectifier depends upon
keeping the vapor pressure of the mercury gas in the vacuum
chamber within limits. Since the vapor pressure doubles
for every bc rise, it is of prime importance to control
the condensed mercury vapor pressure by water or air coolIng. The maximum allowable condensed mercury vapor terriperature is determined by the point at which the vapor
pressure reaches arc back or failure to rectify conditions.
The minimum allowable temperature is determined by the
ability of the tank to conduct current without surging.
Surging is the result of insufficient vapor pressure to
provide ions for the load demand, When this occurs, conduction ceases momentarily and the rapid current changes in
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circuit inductances generates

high voltages.

Optimum op-

erating temperatures are in the range ot 30C ta

The Rectifier

&50C.

rame

The roctfier frame consists of either six or twelve

of the tanks just described, bolted onto a coliman steel
frame.

As the

tars

of tho rectifier are at cathode poteri-

tial, the frame is actually part of tue positive bus and

must be 3et

ori

insulators.

Each

frane is operated as a six

phase rectifier and the choice of either six or twelve
tanks depends on the current rating of the frame.

Six tank

ratings or 4,000 amperes and twelve tank ratings of 5,000

amperes are common.

Each frame is provided with a set of

auxtliaries consisting

or

heat exchanger and water circula-

ting pump, rotary oil vacuum pump, mercury diffusion vacuum
pump, firing circuit, annunciator,

arid

anode and cathode

breakers.
Teriperature Control System

As discuased, the temperature of the tank wail
must be held within limits

if

successfu1 operation of

the rectifier is to be expected.

The tanks are sur-

rounded by a water jacket and connections are made tap
and bottom to separate headers on the frame.

A motor

driven pump on the frame circulates water into the
tank from the bottom header

arid

header to a høst exchanger for

out through the top

cooling.

In the

Northieat, these hoat exchangers are or the water-to-

water type

nd are located ixiediate1y under the reo-

tiCier frame.

A surge tank

i

provided at the high

point on the frame to take care of ebanges in water
level with temperature.

s

this cooling system i8 a

closed aystom and partly subject to corrosion, an
hibitor, usu.ally aodiwi dicbronate, is added.
lAakes the coolant conductive and, hence,

ei.angers aro iiounted on insulators.

in-

This

the heat ex-

Insulating hoses

must therefore be provided for the raw cooling water
into the heat exchangers.
Another design Of tank features a single steel
tank with copper coils bonded to the outside of the

tank wall.

With this typo of construction the closed

cooling system is all copper and, hence, can be
ated without, or with very little, inhibitor.

oper-

In this

case the heat exchangers are grounded.
To assist in starting

p a cold frame, immersion

heaters are located in the heat exchanger and anode
heaters are mounted on the tank covers.

A tenperature

control valve is installed in the heat exchanger raw
water intake with its bulb in the closed circulating
water.

This will hold the cooling water to the rec-

tifier within a few degrees of desired temperature.

High and low thermostats will ring alarms on the
arutunciator should this got out of control,

A

li

pressure 8witch in the circulating water system will
immediately warn of

pump

failure.

Control System
Not to be confused with vapor pressure control
already disou8se is the necessity for maintaining a
proper operating vacuum in the tank.
Vacuum

Each tank

is oonnected through a

manual operated

shut-off valve to a common vacuum header. A motor
driven rotary oil vacuum pump and a high vacuum mercury diffusion type pump are connected to this header
and are operated continuously.

type gage may
be attached to this header for reading the pressure.
These two pumps aro shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
In normal operation, the McLeod gage will read pressures of less than 0.5 microns. A micron is that
A

Mekeod

pressure which will maintain a column of mercury of
one millionth of a meter in beighth.
A Pirani type gage is also attached to the header
for control and relaying purposes. Its operation is
based on the transfer of heat between a heated Lilament and the gas molecules present in a system. With
a given current passing through the filament, the
higher the pressure and, hence, the gas molecules that
are present, the greater will be the cooling of the
filament and the less its resistance. This filament
can then be used as one leg of a resiatanøe bridge.
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The output of this bridge is fed to a meter calibrated
in microns.

Referring to Figure 5, two identical tubes are
uaed.

One tube is evacuated ta a high vacuum and is

sealed off.

This makes up one

ftDfli

of the bridge.

The

second tubo has an open end in its glass envelope and
is placed in the vacuum system of the rectifier.

The

other two resistance arms of the bridge are adjustable
so that the bridge can be calibrated.

The meter is calibrated 0- 10 microns.

Built in

the meter behind the scale aro three contacts that can
be set to close at different pressures.

The usual

arrangement is for (1) to close at 0-1 microns, (2) to
close at 3-5 microns, and (3) to close at 7 microns.
(I) is used only during the

the tanks,

(2)

degaa.±g or forming of

is used to give warning on the arinun-

ciator, and (3) will trip the frame off

hou1d some-

thing go wrong with the vacuum system and allow

pressure to get up this high.

A current relay is in series with the heater of
the mercury diffusion pump.

Should current flow into

the heater fail, this relay will drop opon to close a
set of contacts in an alarm circuit to the annuncia*
tor.

The mercury diffusion pump also requires cooling

water and a thermostat is mounted adjacent to the
cooling jacket to close an alarm to the annunciator
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should this cooling tall and allow the ßides of the

pump t o

warril

up.

ing Circuit

In the ignitron type of rectifier, it is essen-

tial that the arc be initïated at the start of each.
cycle.

The tiring circuit on each frame provide$

LOX'

the peaked positive pulse of voltage required on each
ignitor, together with the holding anode voltage, grid

voltage, and incoming phase shifting network needed,
to shift time of firing for d-c voltage control.

Essential as the firing circuit is to the operation of the ignitron, nevertheless the power input to
it adds to the other losses in the conversion equipment to reduce the conversion efficiency of the
station,

The design engineer therefore has two prob-

lens to meet.

His circuit must fire a tank under all

operating conditions and its power drain must be low.

The magnetic

field

when

firing circuits

were

just

coming into the

the war-time plants were being installed.

Hence, different circuits details will be found in

equipments supplied by both manufacturers of ignitron
equipments.
One

such

circuit for

a

six tank frame is

shown

in

Figure 6. actually, the firing circuit is made up of
three such details as shown in Figure 6, since only
one phase is shown. The detail shown will Lire two

/

z

3

A

LJ
Grid

Mo/ding

Anode

Ca,'hoo'

Firing

5.

C/rc

7A'

üt

For

Fra',,,.
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tanks phased 180 degrees with respect to each

oth,

The other two sections would be Connected to linos
2-3 and 3-1.

This circuit is built up of two components; a

phase shifting network and the actual firing circuit.
The phase shifting network is made up of two resi3tors, a saturable reactor VR, the primary of an instil-

ating transformer TR, and a capacitor Cl.

Its opera-

tien can be explained upon reference to Figure 7a.

There are two separate windins wound on the saturable
reactor.

A low value of d-c is impressed on one wind-

ing and the reactor is so designed that, as this d-c

increased, the inductive reactance of the a-c winding is decreased.

It is in effect a variable induc-

tance controlled by a small d-c saturating current.
The voltage E is line voltage and is fixed.

voltage across the

The

imary of the insulating trans-

former TR is nearly constant within the limits of operation.

Therefore,

if the voltage across the a-c

winding of the saturable reactor VR is decreased by
increasing the d.c current, the vector VRmust decrease,

As the voltages E and TR are constant, the

voltage across the capacitor Cl' must increase and the
voltage VR1 will now be advanced somewhat over what it
was before the increase in d-c saturating current.
This network will give a possible shift of the voltage

Vector f/r9PQm

Phase ..5h,'ft ¡ng
Ve twoph'

Ar/nj
Fo,

/2

C,,-cwt
70,z,$

frame

TR

en,.
'ir

/

,

/

¡
/

I,

,

,7R'

/

:14.

C.tfl.de
P/p':

70

7b
r'

TR o1

60 degrees by varying the d-c

current from zero

to a maximum although, as shown in Figure 2, only 311
degrees are normally used.
The secondary voltage from TR is impressed on the
ririn circuit. The series reactor SR has a very
steep excitation curve with a sharp knee.

Vlhen cur-

rent starts to flow into SR at the beginning of a
cycle it acts as an open switch because of its high
inductance. As the voltage increases, the capacitor
C2 becomes charged. By this time enough current is
passing through SR so that it becomes saturated. As
the iee of the saturation curve is sharp, SR will now
act as if it had been short-circuited. The energy
from 02 will then discharge through the linear reactor
I.

is center tapped, half of this pulse from
02 is impressed on each ignitor. The dry type reetiZier will block current flow through one of the ignitors and the other ignitor will fire. As soon as this
ignitor fires, the holding anode will pick up the aro
and maintain the cathode spot. On the nexthalf cycle
the other ignitor will fire. Figure lb shown how this
circuit can be adapted for 12 tank operation. in this
AS LR

case two ignitors are fired in parallel by means of
the small auto-transformer.

-

Ahead of each firing circuit will be found a
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small phase-ahifting auto.tranzformer

built in

degree steps up to a possible 30 degrees.

line

up the

voltae.

While

needed to
anode

3

This is

firing circuit with the main
lt is possible to do this with

the saturating d-c current , thi. s would moan that the
d-c current would vary between frames and from the
operating standpoint this is undesirable. The usual
method is to select a value of saturating d-c current
to indicato Lull advance fIring and to select the
proper tap of this auto-.transformer to make the tank
fire Lull advanced. When this is done, the same ratio
of load current to saturating current will apply to
all the frames in a station.
Annunciator

its

eight drop annunciator to
forewarn operators that some control component has
failed. Tripping the annunciator will ring a general
alarm and turn on a lamp on the frame and another on
the main control board to indicate which frame is malEach frame has

functioning.

what should be

own

A glance at the targets down will show

investigated.

FollowinL are the designations

usually given to

the different annunciator drops. These will vary
soewhat from station to station, but this listing
covers the ones most apt to be found connected:

zo

Pres sure - Rectifier pressure up to 3-5 microns.
High Pressure - Rectifier pressure up to 7 microns.
Medium

Water Pum

Failure of water pressure in closed

cooling system.

Pump

Rectifier Temperature

has stopped.

Water in closed cooling system

-

Is either too hot or too cold.

Indicates pos-

sible failure òf control valve in heat exchanger.

Mercury Pump Current

-

Heater Is burned open on fuses

blown in supply.

Mercury Pump Temperature

-

Side or pump too hot, indi-

eating a failure of cooling water
1isf Ire

-

ox'

low mercury.

Failure of tank to fire or carry load.

Rectifier Transformer Temperature - Transformer too
warm. (Installed on every other frame only)
Anode Breaker - When reclosers are used on anode
breakers, this drop is used to indicate that the
breaker has a pole open and that the recloser has
completed

its

cycle.

Anode and Cathode i3reaker

Occasionally and for reasons which are not yet
completely understood, a tank fails to rectify and
current will flow in the reverso direction. This condition is called an are back and Its control poses
problems

characteristic of rectifiers alone.

From

the

a..c or transformer sIde an arc back appears as a phase
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All the rectifiers paralleled on the
dc bus also teed Into the taulting tank, Means must
be provided, therefore, to clear this frame off the
a-c and d-c busses as soon as possible in order to
prevent fault currents troni building up to damaging
values.
One scheme used is to install fast d-c breakers
between the rectifiers and the positive bus that have
very sensitive reverse current ti'lps. Each rectifier
transformer has its own oil circuit breaker with overcurrent relaying. While this scheme works, it has
several disadvantages. On the a-c side ari arc back
to phase fault.

can hang on

the closing

relay and

the tripping time of the breaker. This gives the
transformer quite a surge. When the transformer is
tripped, the partner frame is de-energized, removing
two frames from
A

service.

second scheme usos a somewhat slower d-c

breaker in the cathode circuit and a high speed six
pole breaker between the rectifier frame and the
transformer. Back-up oil circuit. breakers on the eectifier transformers may or may not be used. This
anode breaker has only reverse current tripping. The
cathode breaker has overcurrent tripping and may or
may not have reverse current tripping. With this
scheme, an arc back will be cleared from the

-d

trarformor in less thi a cycle by the anode breaker,
and the slower cathode croaker will be tripped either

by reverse current or interlocks from the anode
breaker to take the frame off the bus.

This scheme

overcomes the objeetons to the first method
di sous sed.

In the second scheme just discussed, an arc back

will remove the frame completely from the bus.

In

some plants this is objectionable and the above method

has been altered so that an aro back will trip only
the poie of the anode breaker.

A reclosing relay will

immediately reclose this pole.

A second and third

attempt will be made if needed and if the breaker pole
i

still open at the end of the recloser cycle, the

annunciator will alarm.

No reverse current trips are

included in the cathode breaker.

The electrical connections to a rectifier freine
are indicated in Figure 8.

The Rectifier Unit

The foregoing details the devices that make up a
plete rectifier frame.
bly.

corn-

It is a complete rectifier assem-

All it needs to fuiction are anode voltages, raw

cooling water for the heat exchanger, positive and negative

connections, three phase auxiliary power, and d-c control
power.

In the large installations eonnon to the Northwest,
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two such

rectifier

frames are eonnected to one

rectifier

transformer.
A separate secondary winding is provided for

tifier frane.

Each 8econdary winding

each ree-

connected as a

i

double wye with an interphase transformer between.
allows for 2ix phase

operation.

This

However, as each tank con-

ducts 120 degrees, this connection can be thought of as two
tluoo phase rectifiers operating 180

degrees out of phase

output d-c voltage o this connection
is about 15 per cent lower than if the six phase star were

with each

used.

other.

The

Hovever, thi8 connection would load each tran8forrner

coil and rectifier tank only 60 electrical degrees.

For

maximum usage of material for a given power transfer, the
double

we

connection has a

tion diagram for
The anode to

distinct

auch a transformer

advantage.

is

thown

A connec-

in Figure 9.

neutral turns ratio of the secondary is

designed taidng into consideration the d-c voltage wanted,
the transforìner regulation, the arc drop, and the cornutat-

Ing reactance drop.

Commutating reactance is that r.ac-

tance influencing rate of change of current through the

tank at the start and end of conduction.

It includes all

of the system reactance in the supplying agency's system

back to the air gap of the generators.

Phis value can be

approximately determined by the short-scircuit kva at the

rectifier transformer.

For this reason, it a rectifier

unit is moved from one system to another, the output d-e
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voitae may be different even with the same

priniary vol;age

on the rectifier transformer.

discussed earlier, these transformers are ubjeot
to surges from arc back. To help in this problem, thyrite
resißtors are installed in the transformers acrosz the
windings. Special work is also done in mechanically lashIng the end turns of the coils and wedging and clamping the
coils to prevent any movement e to mechanical forcez at
the time of an arc bac. The three phase primary windings
As

either delta or we, as will be discussed later.
This rectifier unit, consisting of one rectifier

may 'be

transformer and two rectifier frames, will be found in all
the large electro-chemical plants in the Northwest regard
less of which manufacturer supplied the equipment. Ratings
of the frames will vary, but all plants are built around
multiples of this unit.
of fleet if i er Uni t s

already been

the characteristic of
a rectifier in drawing a distorted current from the a-c
system. When such a current is analyzed, it can be broken
down mt o a seri e s oquati on with component s of the fundamental current plus harmonics of the order of n-1 and n/i,
2(n-l) and 2(n/l), etc., wheren is the number Of phases of
the rectifier. In making the above analysis, two assuniptions are made, namely, that the tank conducts a
Mention has

made of

37

rectanu1ar pulse of current and that the tanks are fired
fully advanced.
2ri,

On the d-c side of the rectifier the n,

3n, oto. harmonics are present but, as this bus is all

oqitained within a relatively small location without out-

$+e

coupling to communication circuits, their presence is

o: little concern.
!

Because of the magnitude of these harmonic a-c cur-

rents on the incoming system and the possible coupling to
communication circuits, the control of these harmonics is a
very serious problem.

The approach used is to take advan-

tage of the factor n in the above series.

In installations

requiring a number of rectifier units, the primaries of the

rectifier transformers are so connected to the a-c bus that
the combined rectifier load appears on the incoming a-c

line as

a

larger

number of phases than contained in any

the individual units.

of

This is called multiphasing of reo-

tifier units and a number of these connections are shown in
Figures lOa to 10g.

In installations of one or two units,

niultiphasing is either impossible or sometimes ineffective.

The usual practice then is to install resonant by-pass
shunts on the incoming a-c line to reduce the flow of these

harmonic currents back into the system.

Referring to Figure lOb, in a rectifier installation

requiring two rectifier units, the primary of one rectifier
transformer will be connected delta and the primary of the
other will be connected wye.

This

automatically shifts one
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ix phase units 30 degrees with respect to the
other, and so, on the incoming side, the a-c lirio sees a
twelve phase load. The incoming ac current should then
of the

includo the £tindamental plus an 11th and a 13th harmonic.
This is a cornmon connection in the smaller plants in the
Nor thwe st.

In plants requiring four rectifier units per d-c bus,
the primaries of the rectifier transformers will be connectod as shown in Figuro 10e. The primaries of two of
these transformers aro in delta and two in wje. Ahead of
one of the delta

and one of the wys transformers

will

be

found 15 degree phase-shifting auto-transformers.

This
combination reflects baca into the incoming a-c lirio as a
24 phase station. Where two such d-c busses are in one

plant, one group will be phased as above and the second,
instead of using two 15 degree phase shifters, will have
four 71 degree phase shifters ahead of the rectifier transformers. This station will operate as a 48 phase station
on the a-c side. Such a connection is shown in Figure lOd
and the vector diagram in Figure 10e.
The large aluminum plants offer a unique study in
multiphasing. The basic design calls for six rectifier
units per pot-line or d-c bus. Three rectifier transformers are connected in delta arid three in wye. One delta
and one wye are connected directly to the a-c bus. 011e
delta and one wyc are connected through plus 10 degree

phase-shifters and

delta and one wye are connected
through minus 10 degree phaße-shifters. PThm the incoming
a-c line, this appears as a 36 phase station. Vihere possible in a plant, two such pot-lines are phased together
for 72 phase, or three are phased together for 108 phase
operation. The 36 phase connection is shown in Figure lOf
ano

diaam in 10g.
In actual operation of multiphasing there aro several
factors that tend to alter its effectiveness. Commutating
reactance and phase control of firing will change the
anode current wave shape fron the rectangular pulse. While
very noticeable in some plants, no serious trouble has resuIted from thi. s change. The practical case follows the
and the vector

theoretical case close enough so that multiphasing gives a
solution to the problem of cancelling out the lower order
harmonics that may cause difficulty. The harmonics that
need be considered carefully are the 11th and the 13th
because of their telephone influence factor rating in the
telephone noise level problem. Telephone interference has
been more troublesome around the smaller plants where
multiphasing cannot be accomplished.
As mentioned, in the case of the smaller plants,
special rethoda have to be resorted to in order to control
the lower order harmonios. The station can be thought of
as a constant current harmonic generator supplying currents
of higher frequencies back into the system. The magnitudes
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of these currents are but a zmali per cent of the fundaxaental.

To control this situation, tuned series shunts Lor

these different frequencies are installed on the a-c incoming line.

The design of these shunts will be based on

the impedances of the incoming system to these harmonic

currents.

The impedance or the different shunts must be

much lower than the system impedance if the shunt is to be
effective in by-passing the flow of this current around the
system.

Load Control
The sale of electrical energy in the Northwest, based
on the maximum demand for a time interval, suggests that
30u118

form of load control to keep the average demand as

close to the maximum demand is desirable.

?\indamentally,

the problem is to make the integrating kilowatt-hour meter

reading for a timeporiod equal to the product of the maxi-

mum demand in kilowatts times the hours of the time period.
These three quantities -- time, watt-hour register, and

maximum demand for usually

-

hour intervals

- are all

in-

corporated in one meter located at the point of delivery.
From it, the load factor or ratio obtained by dividing the

integrated kilowatt-hours by the maximum calculated
kilowatt-hours for the period of
calculated.

uncommon.

tinie

under question can be

Monthly load factors of 99 per cent are not

.

This application of load control Is characteristic or

Northwest plant$ and, hence, little werk on the subject had

boon done previous to the time of their design.
two approaohe& to the prob1ea.

There are

Schenies now in operation

use one or both, namely, phase control or Liring the reotifiers and tap chanh3ing voltage regulators in the incoming
One scheme changea the timo of firing the tank and

line.

the other changes the anode voltage on the tank to accom-

push

the

sanie

objective.

Referring to the discussion on firing circuits, the
time of tiring the ignitor is controlled by a phase shifting network between the firing circuit and the supp1

voltage.

The control item in this network is the saturablo

reactor.

AS shown in that discussion, an increase in the

small d-c current, or saturating current, in the control

winding will advance the time of firing of the ignitor and,
hénee, the output voltage of the rectifier.
current can be thought of

as

This control

having the same function as

the field current in a shunt excited d-c generator.

Originally, some of the equipments in the Northwest
were laid out for constant current operation of the roc-

tifier and with the kilowa bt control actuating the current
regulators so as ta change the current level the regulators

would be holding.

In this scheme, advantage was taken of

the similarity between the saturating control current of
the ignitor firing circuit and the field current of a shunt
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excited d-c generator.

Existing voltage regulators and

motor operated field rheostat8 were incorporated into this
early scheme.

These regulators were the conventional torque motor

operated type in which two sets of contaets are tipped back
and forth by action of the coils in the torque motor.
Rotatin; between these contacts are two silver discs, one
notched and the other solid, For slig
movement of the
torque motor, the cox?ecting contact will tip against the
notched disc which would notch or jog the motor driven
tield rheostat to change the saturating d.e current.

A

large movement of the torque motor will tip the correcting
contact further over against the solid disc. This Will
cause the field rheostat to move steadily
tact te interrupted.

until this

con-

Ther* aro two sets of oeils in the

torque motor. One set is connected to the rectifier instrunient shunt and current through this set is always proportional to the output current of the rectifier. The
other set is

the biasing or control coil.

With a fixed bias

or control current in the control

set of coils, any change in the output current of the roc-

titter will change the resultant flux

torque motor. This will

in the air gap of the

cause the motor to tip the con-

tacts to operate the motor driven rheostat in the correct

direction to make an adjustment to the rectifier current,
The d-c current for the bias or control coil is

i1

obtained from dry-typo rectifiers. Those reetlriers are
connected to constant voltage transformers. Two means for
changing this value of control current are provided. If
Individual constant current of each rectifier was desired,
this current could be controlled by a small manually operated rheostat on each rectifier frame. By adjusting this
rheostat, the current level wanted on the particular frame
could be set. The regulator would then hold this value of
load current within the limits of its control.
The bias control can also be transferred from these

individual manual rheostats to a common motor driven multiplate rheostat. This rheostat has a plate for each reotifier frame itounted on a single shaft so that when
motor
operates, all discs move together. With this construction,
operation of this master rheostat changes all control currents simultaneously. This rheostat motor can be connected
to a contact making wattmeter. This is an a-c watt2netor
connected into the incoming a-c line. If incoming kilowatts vary, this rheostat will follow to make corrections
in the current regulators to try and maintain a uniform
incoming

level.

Vthenever changes beyond the range of

this control are

encountered, limit switches at each end of the travel of

the firing circuit motor operated rheostats will initiate
tap changes in a tap changing auto-transformer ahead of the

rectifier transformers,

Means

are also provided to go on

complete hand control of the motor driven rheostats and the

tap changing mechanlam$, should some interlock £alure tie
up the over-all scheme. The above combination of mual,
individual current, combined current, kilowatt control, and
tap changing uto-tranaformers represent the extreme
possibilities in such a circuit.
Another scheme, lacking the selectivity of the above,
but much simpler to operate and maintain, will be found in
Some f the plants. All regulator control of the saturat
ing d-c into the firing circuits is omitted. A separate
manually operated rheostat is provided for each rectifier.
This rheostat is used only for switching or whenever a
frame must operate at reduced load, At all other times the
frames are operated fully advanced. Constant kilowatt oporation is obtained by having the contact making wattmeter
operate

a step voltage regulator ahead of the

rectifier

transformer s.
One small installation uses a contact making wattmeter

on motor driven rheostats on phase control

only.

A stan-

dard step voltage regulator, controlled by its own contact

making voltmeter, is installed ahead of the rectifier

transformers to maintain a fixed a-c voltage on the primary
of the rectifier transformers. Another scheme, built
around the first circuit discussed, but revamped to eliminate much of the lost motion, is in operation. This was
done by installing multipole relays directly on the contact

relay contacts are connected direetly to the motors oi the field rheostats, by pas1ng the
master control rheostat and the current regulators. The
regulators are used only to prevent overloading a frano,
Limit switches ohange taps whenever the field rheostats are
out of range. While sucoessfulin its operation in a
smaller 8tatiofl, it is limited to stations of just a few
making wattrnetor.

The

frames.
Operating experience over the years indicates that the
above schemes are far from the ultimate in load control

applications.

One

must appreeiate

that they

were designed

without previous knowledge as to the exact operating conditians at the various plants. In some cases, purchasers
were unable to anticipate their needs and give a definite
idea as to what to build into the equipment. No doubt

similar equipment designed today would have many different
features by taking advantage of new tools that were not
available ton years aso. The present methods use mechanical systems between the incoming line kilowatts and the
point of correction in the firing of the tanks. Nowhere in
the electro-chemical load or

conversion equipment are

energy absorbing devices or rotating parts,

there

Therefore,

there is no reason why this mechanical system could not be

replaced by static networks that could apply correction the
instant the control device indicates that it is desirable.

Such a syzt&a i

now being installed and much interest

Is being focused upon it.

In It, a correction from the

rectifier shunt Is ted into a ma netic amplifier which con
trois the saturating d.c current direet1.

There are no

nioving parte on the rectifier frane requiring maintenance.

Whenever the saturating current is too h1Lh or too low, a
contact making

airuneter

in this circuit closes Its contacta

to initiate tap changos In a step voltage regulator ahead

of the rectifier transformer.

This control should apply

very rapid correction.
One item not considered too seriously In early load

control efreuits was rectifier power factor.

The power

factor of a station is deterninod not only by the magnetizing currents to the various transformers but by the degree

of phase retard in firing the tanks.

Figure 2.

Refer again to

it is noted that the tank will not fire until

the anode voltage is 30 degrees past zero, even for full

advanced firing.

Any phasing back will make the anode

cur-

rent lag the anode voltage even further.

When the tank currents are combined in the transformer

secondary and primary windings, the incoming lino current
is still lagging the voltage at Cull advance firing and
muore

as the unit is phased back,

Power factor for full

advance firing will be of the order of 93 to 95 per cent,

depending on the degree of niultiphasing on the a-c side.
This will reduce directly with the per cent reduction in

dc

voltage by firing retard.

There is a maximum reduction
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of 15 por cent possible bilit Into the firing circuit and
the interphase transformers.

if all this wore used, the

power factor of a station would be reduced approximately
15 per cent.

The current regulators discussed earlier have a range
of about 8 to 10 per cent control of d-c voltage.
stations,

In some

this range has been reduced to 3 to 4 por cent by

moving the limit switches around the face of the rheostats.
Reducing the range of firing control will raise the average

power factor of a station but it will place additional duty
on the tap changing mechanisms in the regulating trans-

formers.

This problem will be of more importance if and

whoa power factor clauses are written into power contracts

and may force load control systems to use only the rogulatIng transformers or require correction by capacitors which
is a problem in itself.

High Voltage Substation
As mentioned before, some stations are designed around

open outdoor type construction and some are designed around
indoor switchgear, underground cable, and oil filled junction boxes.

Each has Its advantages and disadvantages.

Size of the plant and nature of the process has some bearing on the choice.

Available space adjacent to the recti-

fier buildings and nature of foundations are other factors.
The open structure type has lower first charge, but the

toy

exposed feature has its drawbacks.

Even

of each are debatable,

layouts are shown in

Typical

bujs

the merits

Figures lIa and lib.
3ono stations are provided with extensive ring busses

nd standby sources.

AS to how much emphasis Will be

placed on this depends upon the electro-cheiaical process.
Sorne

processes can be interrupted for hours

other than production.

ithout loss

In others, such an outage moans ox-

tensive loss to the oeil lines,

Sono stations have oil

circuit breakers on each rectifier transformer, while
others have breakers only on a celi line of rectifier
transformers.

Because of these variables, there is no gen-

eral description that can be applied to the a-c equipment.
The demands on oil circuit breakers around the rectifier station are unique in that very little burden is

placed on them.

Xn normal switching1 the d-c load La

opened by simultaneously tripping all the cathode breakers
on a bus.

The a-c breakers are used primarily for switch-

ing transformers only, for fault protection inside the bus

structure and transformera, and for back-up protection to
anode breakers.

The one exception to this is the one

station not equipped with anode breakers, in which case the

transformer breakers also double for anode breakers.
the

de

If

load shoild be tripped by the incoming oil circuit

breaker, the duty is light.

A cell line is a back emf load

and the rectifiers block any flow of current back.

Hence,
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the breaker contacts part, current. ceases to flow the
Instant the a-c voltage collapses down to the value of this
back exnf. For the protection of the transformers, overcurrent, differential, case ground, instantaneous ground,
and thermal relays may be used. The choice varies with the
operator of the equipxnt.
wheu

Master Control Switchboard

All control of a statioii Is centered on the master du-.
plex control board. with the exception of the rectifier
auxiliaries, which are located in cubicles alongside each
frame, all rectifier and a-c line switching is done from
this point.
Each rectifier unit has its rectifier transformer oil
circuit breaker control, three phase annneter and relays,
anode and cathode breaker control switches, d-c ammeters
and voltmeters, saturating current control, lesser relays,
and other devices mounted symmetrically on a section of
this board. These aectiens will be duplicate down the
board for each rectifier unit, The incoming a-c line control and totalizing meter equipment Will be grouped in the
center sections of the switchboard. With euch an arrangement, an operator can view the entire operation of the
plant from one point.
On this board are located the master cell line control
f starting and tripping the d-c current from the
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rectifiers.

This problem varios with the proceßs.

In

starting up one type of chlorine celi line arter a power
outage, the Increment of load that

one

tiirie

ií

switcbe

on at an

iì less than the rating of one reetifier.

In this

case, the rectifiers can be switched on individa11y as
they are needed and no particular problem is involved.

in

starting up an aluminum cell line after a power outage,

must be energized

every rectifier

at the

sanie time

as

it is

impossible to reduce the load to any extent under what it
wa at the time of the outage. Thi.s is done by throwing a
master switch on the switchboard that simultareouzly picks
up
d.uc

all

the firing circuit contactors, n tripping oft the
load, a niaster switch will trip all cathode breakers.

This is preferable to tripping with the incoming line oil
circuit breakers.

Under no circumstances should the d-c

load be tripped by opening the firir

circuit contactors

because of the back emf voltage from the cells.
To remove one frame from the line, the load on the
frame is

reced

by changing the saturating reactor current

to a low value and then tripping the cathode breaker.

Upon

opening the anode breaker, anode disconnects, cathode disconnect, neutral disconnect, and the

voltmeter switch, the

entire rrsrne is isolated from the power circuit.

To put

one frame on the line the reverse procedure is followed.

The saturatir

ae

reactor currit

ist be lower than the aver-

of the operating frames before closing the cathod*

breaker.

The frame is thøn loaded up by advancing the

saturating reactor current.
A separate 460 volt distribution board is provided for
the rectifier auxiliar
nected. to each frame.

power.

A separate line is con-

A station battery for control volt-

age completes the master control equipment.

r,I

Operation of ignitron rectifier stations in the Northwe8t have po$ed sorne very interesting prob1ern. Sorno
stations do not have undervoltags relays and do not trip
with low inconiing a-c line voltage. Occasionally the

characteristic of the rectifier that allows it to continue
conduction at low voltage and below normal frequencies has
the Northwest power transmission
system back into ncrmal service following a fault on the

made it difficult to get

system.

Switching capacitors for voltage control in substations adjacent to rectifiers can produce some very un-

stable combinations. In one particular station adjacent to
a large capacitor bank, the incomIng line voltage can becomo so distorted under certain conditions that the loading
of the rectifier units is influenced. If all units were to
be phased fully on,

soins

would be operatIng at about half

load and others would be heavily overloaded. For loading
or the units to be fairly evenly divided, some units must
be phased fully on and some fully retarded.

At times tuis

condition is quite unstable and shifts from one set of
units to another. he current regilators are in. constant
motion to maintain the same current levels on all units.
The arc back problem, while very serious in the eariy
installations because of the threat to station instability,

that it is of little concern.
Ignitor life In the early installations was poor, but subsequent developments have Improved this item to where it is

has been corrected

ot

little

o

importance in

rectifier

maintenance.

Other prob-

lesser importance are tho$e associated with components that are by nature expendable. These include bearings
in water pumps and motors, heaters in mercury diffusion
pumps, contacts in the contactor compartnienta of the regulating transformers, relay contacts, and similar devices in
the current regulators.
lems of

the whole, these stations bave given a good account
of themselves. If new installations of the same ratings
were to be made today, a few improvements could be made and
these may include, among other things, beat exchangers
On

mounted

integral to the rectifier frame

and a new firing

circuit using amplistat current control. New tap-changing
mechanisms and a better understanding of this equipment
will lengthen the time between inspections. Relaying and
control circuit8 have been simplified. Improvements in the
a-c voltage side uld include air circuit breakers where
their use was permissible.
As an example or

the reliability

installations, several stations

of ignitron rectifier

not have operators in
visual inspection is made every hour by coli
do

attendance. A
line operators who are usually unfamiliar with the details
of the station, but they manage to keep everything under
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control.

In.

Lact, the loudest criticism of the equipment

comes from the maintenance personnel tho claim so few items
go wrong that, when some trouble does come up, it is

dIfficult to locate.
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